
LONG CRENDON PRIMARY - BUCKINGHAMSHIRE 

 

Learning Area top tip: Your school timetable needs to be flexible and adaptable, so you can take the best 

advantage of what is available in the community - you have to encourage staff to think creatively and then 

allow them the freedom to follow up! 

 

Ease of use: We have a standard risk assessment that covers most activities. 

 

School / Setting: Long Crendon School is a medium sized rural primary school in Buckinghamshire. It holds a 

CLOtC Gold Quality Mark Award and the school’s Foundation Stage teacher holds the CLOtC Innovative 

Educator Award. 

 

Learning area: We use our local learning area to develop and sustain an exciting curriculum offer for our 

children. The grounds, include a Forest School, allotments, a bottle greenhouse, a pond, a fort, swimming pool, 

mud kitchen  and the OWL (Outdoor Woodland Learning lodge) used as the ‘outside classroom’. All years visit 

a local farm, the library, the churches and use the village tennis courts for sports afternoons. Yr 6 has recently 

walked to a different church each Friday.  

 

Example of an outdoor learning programme: We have a link with nearby College Farm and work together with 

the farm staff to design our programmes. Together we financed the training of a Forest School Leader, who 

works at both the farm and the school site. Our children walk to the farm regularly during lesson time and 

meet cows, sheep, hens and pigs and learn more about the ‘field to fork’ story. As well as walks around the 

farm, feeding animals, collecting eggs, recent activities have included making Viking soup, bread and pizza 

making. 

 

Positive outcomes: We find that visits are an excellent stimulus for writing and discussion. Visits to the farm 

enrich the children’s learning and help them to understand the rural environment in which they live. Walking 

to the farm enables us to put our Footsteps training into practice and learn about the surrounding 

neighbourhood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEECH CLASS COLLEGE FARM TRIP 
BY FRED & MAX (Y1) 
 
We went to College Farm last week. We saw 

some sheep and cows and we felt the wool on 

the sheep. It was fluffy and wet! We saw 

creamy-white cows and big, strong bulls with 

little horns. The chicken pecked at our hands 

when we were feeding it and it tickled! 

 

We also saw scary, big standing scarecrows in 

the field where barley had been sown.  

It was really muddy so we had to wash our 

wellies and walk through a little trampoline 

with foam on it. 

 

Thank you, College Farm; we had a very nice 

and exciting time! 

 

 


